Which travel support can I apply for?

**Summer School**

**Course / Training**

**Teaching**

**Conference**

**Within the EU or Switzerland?**

- **Yes**
  - Is my destination part of the EU Erasmus+ programme?
  - Erasmus+:
    - Check out EU possibilities [here](#)
    - Check out Switzerland possibilities [here](#)
  - ADDITIONAL:
    - Can you use sustainable transport to get there?
      - yes
        - Erasmus+ Green Travel Support
          - More information: [here](#)
      - no
        - Your travel budget
  - no
    - Check out non-EU possibilities [here](#)

- **No**
  - Radboud Internationalisation grant
    - (2x during your PhD)
    - More information: [here](#) (Radboudnet)

**Do you attend a workshop at the conference? This might count as Training!**